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No.RRB/BSP-4/Result/03-2012/NTPC(G)/439                                                   Date:  03.12.2015 

 

REPLACEMENT PANEL 

CENTRALIZED EMPLOYMENT NOTICE NO 03/2012 

 
      In continuation to this office result notice No.RRB/BSP-4/Result-Panel/ 

03-2012/NTPC(G)/310  dated 31.03.2014 and demand received from Central Railway,  

the following candidates are declared provisionally qualified for the post mentioned below on 

the basis of merit cum option and allotted to Central Railway provisionally on replacement 

basis.  

CAT No.04 – GOODS GUARD  

 

ROLL RLY 

30123172052829 CR 

30123174120420 CR 

30123174122645 CR 

30123174127557 CR 

30123174128022 CR 

 
 All other terms and conditions laid in this office result notice No.RRB/BSP-4/ 

Result-Panel/03-2012/NTPC(G)/310 dated 31.03.2014 stands good. The successful candidates 

are also being advised individually. 

 The selected candidates should note that the final result is provisional and 

empanelment is subject to verification of candidature and relevant documents by the 

concerned Railway, hence does not confer on them any right to appointment on Railway unless 

(a) they produce original certificates of educational qualification, age and community etc. in 

support of their eligibility before the concerned Railway. This includes the originals of all 

certificates produced during document verification and attached with application form, if any 

(b) vacancies are available (c) they pass prescribed medical examination (d) complete the 

requisite administrative formalities/procedures and (e) their thumb impression, photograph, 

signature, handwriting and other details in their applications match before  

appointment/actual joining. 
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 If at a later date any candidate is found to be debarred by any RRB or any 

discrepancies/irregularities detected in respect of qualification, age, community etc., then his 

candidature/appointment will be cancelled. 

 

   All care has been taken in preparation of result and compiling this list; however Railway 

Recruitment Board, Bilaspur, reserve the right to rectify any inadvertent error/typographical 

mistake/omission, if any at any stage.  

 

                            Sd/- 

                      Chairman 

                  Railway Recruitment Board 

                         Bilaspur       

 


